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Abstract 
The categorizations of causal verbs in Indo-Aryan languages are majorly based on two morphemes, i.e., -

- and --. Therefore, studies have been more focused towards the syntactic and semantic issues related 

with two forms of causative verbs than rethinking about the ways of classifications. However, besides these 

two morphemes, this work includes the significance of passives as well to propose a classification1 on the 

basis of morphological form and syntactic-semantic function of Bāngarū causative verbs. Further, the 

paper provides some interesting evidences of dual functioning, viz., as transitivizer and causativizer, of 

both the morphemes. It also suggests that the possibility of syntactic doubling on indirect or direct object 

positions like Punjabi and Sanskrit respectively has no room in Bāngarū.  
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Introduction  

Bāngarū is an Indo-Aryan language which is classified under western Hindi. It is spoken in 

present day Haryana province, particularly in the districts of Rohtak, Sonipat, southern part of 

Panipat, eastern part of Hissar and north-eastern part of Jhajhar. This region also includes the 

rural areas of north-west Delhi intact with Haryana. It is surrounded by other languages like 

mixed variety of Bāngarū in the north and north-west, Bāgī of Hisar in the west, Bāgī of 

Bhiwani in south-west2, and Ahīrwāī in the south and south-east, and Kauravī in the north. By 

and large, this form of the dialect is assumed to be the predominant language of the people of 

Haryana, and thus recognized as Haryanvi. The script used for the language is Devanagari. As 

per 2001 census report, the number of speakers of Haryanvi (or Bāngarū) is 7,997,192 (Kumar, 

2014, p. 10).   

In the world of linguistics, phenomenon of causativization is not a new concept. In fact, a lot has 

been written on various aspects of causal verbs as almost every language in the world has this 

phenomenon. However, for a language like Bāngarū which hardly received any serious attention 

from the scholars, such work can contribute enormously in terms of providing database for 

further researches and giving a new perspective to some of the issues in the coexisting Indo-

Aryan languages.   

1. Existing Research and Some Terminologies    

The classification of the Hindi causal verbs has been central to the enquires of many researchers 

like Sharma (1958), Kachru (1966), Masica (1976), Saksena (1980), Bhatt & Embick (2003), 
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Begum & Sharma (2010) and others.  Most of them have attempted to classify causal verbs on 

the basis of two morphemes, i.e., -- and --.  

But, the classification that has been proposed in this work on the basis of form and function of 

the verbs is motivated from Sharma (1958)’s work on causatives. Along with causal verbs, he 

accounts for corresponding intransitive verbs that have passive like meaning (p. 116). The term 

used by him to explain those verbs is ‘original or natural passives’. However, his claim does not 

seem to have enough evidences to include them into the category of passives but such agentless 

verbs do behave like unaccusatives or unergatives. These types of verbs are also found in 

Bāngarū and therefore have been used to make classification better.   

Now, before presenting causative verb classification, there are some terminologies which 

require more clarity as they play important role in understanding different types of the verbs.  

 

1.1 Base Form  

It is the basic verbal form to which morphemes are attached to give rise to causative derivations. 

Unlike others, Saksena (1980) strongly argues in favour of accepting transitive verb as the basic 

form than the intransitive one (p. 15-33). She claims that intransitives are the derived forms. 

Richa (2011) also advocates that transitives are the base forms since only those verbs that have 

transitive forms can be causativized.  

So, in order to make classification more systematic, I will also adhere to the idea of treating 

transitive as the base form.   

 

1.2 Direct and Indirect Causatives 

In Hindi, it is usually believed that -- is direct causative marker and -- is the indirect 

causative morpheme. But, closer examination of these affixes reveals that Hindi has only one 

causative marker, i.e., -- and -- can either be transitive or di-transitive marker. For 

illustration, consider verb  ‘laugh’ in (1)-(3): 

1.   

 I.1SG laugh.PFV.1SG.M 

 ‘I laughed.’ 

 

2.  -  -- 

 I.1SG.ERG Sunita.3SG.F-ACC laugh.Tran.PFV.1SG.M 

 ‘I made Sunita laugh.’ 

 

3.  -  -  -- 

 I.1SG.ERG Sunita.3SG.F-ACC Bhumi.3SG.F-INST laugh.Caus.PFV.1SG.M 

 ‘I made Sunita laugh with the help of Bhumi.’ 

 

After looking at (4)-(6), same explanation can be offered for -- and -- morphemes in the 

case of Bāngarū verbs.   

4.   

 I.1SG laugh.PFV.1SG.M 

 ‘I laughed.’ 

 

5.   -- 

 I.1SG.ERG Sunita.3SG.F laugh.Tran.PFV.1SG.M 

 ‘I made Sunita laugh.’ 
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6.   -  -- 

 I.1SG.ERG Sunita.3SG.F Bhumi.3SG.F-INST laugh.Caus.PFV.1SG.M 

 ‘I made Sunita laugh with the help of Bhumi.’ 

 

So, hence forth I will use this newer assumption more often (i.e., “--” is transitivizer or di-

transitivizer and “--” is causativizer).   

  

1.3  Valency  

Every verb requires some core arguments to complete the meaning of predicate. The number of 

arguments is actually counted as the valency of a particular verb. For example, in (4) valency of 

intransitive verb ( ‘laugh’) is one as it only requires subject to complete the meaning. 

But, in (5), the transitive verb ( ‘make laugh’) involves two arguments, i.e., subject 

() and direct object (). Similarly, three arguments— subject, direct object and 

intermediary agent are needed by causative verb ( ‘to make someone laugh from 

somebody’) to clearly express the meaning of (6). I will discuss this aspect of verb in more detail 

in upcoming sections.  

 

1.4  Passives 

Bāngarū attests the presence two types of passives (Kumar, 2014, p. 32): 

 

Regular 

7. - -     

  water.3SG.F-GEN scarcity-INS many tree dry.PFV go.PASS.PFV.3PL.M 

 ‘Many plants got dried due to scarcity of water.’ 

 

Inabilitative 

8. /-      

 tailor.3SG-ABL many shirt.PL.M NEG sew.PFV go.PASS.PFV 

 ‘Tailor could not make/sew many shirts.’ 

  

Although passive utterances are less common in the language, inabilitative passives are the ones 

used comparatively more.  

 

2. Causatives Classification 

The causative verbs can be broadly divided into two categories in Bāngarū. These two 

categories can be further divided into three and two sub-sets respectively as shown in the 

following tables:  

 
Type-A  

 Intransitive Transitive Di-transitive Causative Valency 

Set:1 —  

‘drink’ 

  2 34 

Set:2 —   

‘sow’ 

—  2  — 3 

Set:3 — —  

‘put’ 

 34  

Table-1 
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Type-B  

 Intransitive Transitive Di-transitive Causative Valency 

Set:1  

‘cut’ 

 —  2  — 3 

Set:2  

‘rub’ 

 —  2  — 3 

Table-2  

Let us examine every set of two types in more detail to see how they are different form each 

other. 

2.1 Type-A, Set: 1 

This category consists of all those transitive verbs that allow both di-transitive as well as 

causative derivations, for e.g., (10) and (11) respectively.   

9. -   

 Neetu.3SG-ERG water.3SG.M drink.PFV.3SG.M 

 ‘Neetu drank water.’ 

 

10. - -  -- 

 Neetu.3SG-ERG Ajay-DAT water.3SG.M drink-Tran-PFV.3SG.M 

 ‘Neetu made Ajay drink water.’ 

 

11. - - -  -- 

 Neetu.3SG-ERG Ajay-DAT Arshu-INS water drink- Caus -PFV.3SG.M 

 ‘Neetu had Ajay drink the water from Arshu.’ 

 

The verb  ‘to drink’ in (9) has two arguments— subject () and direct object / DO 

(). In (10), one more argument, that is indirect object / IO (), is added to express the 

meaning of di-transitive construction. The di-transitive form () is further derived to 

generate causative structure like (11). The causative construction needs one more argument, i.e., 

embedded subject or intermediary agent () other than subject, DO, and IO to convey an 

appropriate meaning. Thus, it is evident from (9-11) that the valency of verb discussed above 

can vary from two to four.   
Type-A 

 Intransitive Transitive Di-transitive Causative Valency 

Set:1 —    2 34 

Table-3 

The passive formation is allowed using light verb ‘go’ with the main verb as postulated 

below in (12).  

12.  -    

 All passenger.3PL.F-DAT water drink.Tran.PFV go.PASS.PFV 

      

      

 be.FUT.3SG.M     

 ‘All the passengers will be served (made drink) water.’ 

 

 

 

Some other verbs that behave similar to verb  are:  
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Transitive Di-transitive Causative 

 ‘eat’   

 ‘taste’   

 ‘chew’   

Table-4 

2.2 Type-A, Set: 2 

This set is different from the previous one as it includes only those transitive verbs that do not 

have di-transitive counterparts but allow causative structures. To illustrate this point, let us look 

at (13) and (14) formed by using verb  ‘sow’.  For transitive construction like (13), verb 

needs two arguments that is subject () and DO (). To allow causative structure, in 

(14), verb adds one more argument that is embedded subject () apart from subject 

and DO. Besides,  ‘fields’ is an adjunct and should not be recognized as one of the 

arguments.  

13. - -   

 Mohan.3SG-ERG field.3PL.M-LOC maze.3SG.M grow.PFV.3SG.M 

 ‘Mohan grew maze in the field.’ 

 

14. - - -  

 Mohan-ERG Joginder-INS field-LOC Maze 

    

 --    

 grow- Caus -PFV.3SG.M    

 ‘Mohan made Joginder grow maze in the field.’ 

This verb does not have any form (like * / *) which either looks or functions like 

its di-transitive counterpart. So, the valency of the verb  can vary from two to three only.  

Type-A 

 Intransitive Transitive Di-transitive Causative Valency 

Set: 2 —   —  2  — 3 

Table-5 

The passive utterances, for this set also, are formed using light verb with main verb as described 

in the previous set. More examples can be seen in the table below: 
Transitive Di-transitive Causative 

 ‘cover’ —  

 ‘weigh’ —  

 ‘count’ —  

Table-6 

2.3 Type-A, Set: 3 

The verbs in this set have di-transitive form at base level. So, further only one more derivation is 

permissible by the argument structure of the base. For example, (15) presents the case of verb 

 ‘put’ which has subject (), DO (), and IO ().   

 

15.   -  

 I.1SG.ERG key.3SG.F table.3SG-LOC keep.PFV.3SG.F 

 ‘I kept the key on the table.’ 

 

16.  -  - -- 
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 I.1SG.ERG Gita.3SG.F-INS key.3SG.F table.3SG-LOC keep- Caus -PFV.3SG.F 

 ‘I had Gita put the key on the table.’ 

However, in (16), verb  ‘get something put’ has four participants— subject (), 

direct object (), indirect object (-), intermediary agent (). Therefore, the 

valency of the verb can be either three or four but not more than this.  
Type-A 

 Intransitive Transitive Di-transitive Causative Valency 

Set: 3 — —   34  

Table-7 

Plus, passive forms are obtained for the verbs of this set also through the only phenomenon 

mentioned in the last two sets. More examples from this category are as follow: 
Transitive Di-transitive Causative 

—  ‘send’  

—  ‘send’  

—  ‘give’  

Table-8 

In the end, one observation regarding all three sets of type-A verbs that none of them have 

intransitive counterparts is easily noticeable. This is one of the critical distinctions that allows us 

to differentiate type-A verbs from type-B.    

2.4 Type-B, Set: 1 

This set includes those transitive verbs that have intransitive counterparts also. But such 

transitive verbs do not allow di-transitive constructions and directly license causative 

derivations. To illustrate this fact, consider verb  ‘cut’ in (17) and (18). Transitive form 

take subject () and DO (), whereas causative verb accommodates one more 

argument, i.e., intermediary agent (). 

17. -   

 Sima.3SG.F-ERG apple.3SG.M cut.PFV.3SG.M 

 ‘Sima cut the apple.’ 

 

18. - -  -- 

 Sima.3SG.F-ERG Rohan.3SG-INS apple.3SG.M cut- Caus -PFV.3SG.M 

 ‘Sima had apple cut from Rohan.’ 

 

19.  -     

 this shop-LOC Hair cut-PFV.3PL go.PASS.HAB.3PL be.PRS.3PL 

 ‘In this shop hair cutting takes place.’ 

 

 

20.    -    

 last year This forest.3SG-

GEN 

many tree cut.INTR.PFV.3PL 

 ‘Last year many trees got cut from this forest.’ 

 

The regular passive constructions is demonstrated in (19), and, in (20), passive like meaning is 

obtained by using intransitive form . The meaning of later is assumed to be passive 

from the fact that it is hard to predict the agent of the activity in the sentence. But such agentless 
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verbs are the derived ones. So, transitives being the base form, it is asserted that the valency of 

the verbs in this set can vary from two to three.  

Type-B 

 Intransitive Transitive Di-transitive Causative Valency 

Set: 1   —  2  — 3 

Table-9 

Other verbs that are part of this set: 

Intransitive Transitive Causative 

# ‘hang’   

 ‘move away’   

 ‘spill’   

Table-10 

2.5 Type-B, Set: 2 

This set is different form the last one only in one way. In this group, all the verbs have similar 

forms for intransitive as well transitive derivations. Let’s look at the case of verb  ‘to 

rub/to get rubbed’ in (21-23).  

 

 

21.  -   

 he.3SG.ERG wall-LOC key.3SG.F rub.TR.PFV.3SG.F 

 ‘He rubbed the key on the wall.’ 

 

22.  - -  -- 

 he.3SG.ERG Babita.3SG.F-INS wall-LOC key.3SG.F rub- Caus -PFV.3SG.F 

 ‘He made Babita rub the key on the wall.’ 

 

23.    

 key.3SG.F wall-LOC rub.INTR.PFV.3SG.F 

 ‘How key got grated?’ 

 

The presence of subject () and DO () is shown in (21) but, in (22), causative verb takes 

one more arguments— intermediary agent () to infer that verbs of this set have 

valency from two to three.  
Type-B 

 Intransitive Transitive Di-transitive Causative Valency 

Set: 2   —  2  — 3 

Table-11 

The only interesting fact that separates it from last set is same transitive and intransitive physical 

forms. For example, in (21), verb is used for transitive construction and (23) denotes the 

intransitive meaning but in both the cases same inflected form, i.e.,  is employed to 

represent past perfect aspect. Some more verbs that are part of this group are given below: 
Intransitive Transitive Causative 

 ‘fill’   

 ‘change’   

 ‘sew’   

Table-12 
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The method of classification I have presented in this work can account for any causative verbs 

of Bāngarū except one paradigm listed in table-13.  

 
Exception   

Intransitive Transitive Di-transitive Causative Valency 

 

‘see’ 

 / 

 

  2 34 

Table-13 

 It should be treated as exception and must be discussed separately. 

 

3. Dual Functions of Morphemes -- and -- 

Following table presents some unusual facts about the language. We can notice that all the verbs 

listed below have similar morphological forms for either transitive / causative or di-transitive / 

causative counterparts.  
Intransitive  Transitive Di-transitive Causative  

 ‘slip’  —  

 ‘cry’  —  

 ‘sleep’  —  

 ‘tremble’              —  

 ‘spit’  —  

—  ‘eat’   

—  ‘write’   

—  ‘meet’   

—  ‘rote’   

—  ‘ask’ —  /  

Table-14 

Let us concentrate on some of the verbs to probe into mismatch between morphological form 

and syntactic function.  

24. -    / * 

 Gita.3SG.F-ERG Vishu.3SG.M sleep.Caus.3SG.M.PFV.PST 

 ‘Gita put Vishu to sleep.’ 

 

25. -   -   

 Gita.3SG.F-ERG Vishu.3SG.M Nitu.F- INST sleep.Caus.3SG.M.PFV.PST 

 ‘Gita made Neetu put Vishu to sleep.’ 

 

(24) depicts the case of transitive construction where subject, viz.,  is directly involved in 

the activity of putting the direct object () to sleep. So, the inflected verbal form that is 

expected in this case must contain a transitivizer. But, the actual form which is used above is 

consist of a causative (--) affix. And, the transitive form like * does not exist in 

the language. Therefore, it is clear that causativizer can function as transitvizer though it is 

limited to only few cases. 

26. -    

 Mohit.ERG bread.F ask.3SG.F.PFV.PST 

 ‘Mohit asked for the chapati (bread)’ 
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27. -  -    /  

 Mohit.ERG Vishu.M- INST bread.F ask.Tran/Caus.3SG.F.PFV.PST  

 ‘Mohit made Vishu bring chapati.’ 

 

In (27), causative form () can be replaced with transitive form () and this 

replacement would not lead to any change in the meaning of the entire sentence. This 

construction provides clear indication of how a transitivizer is used in place of causativizer to 

convey the meaning without any confusion.  

Besides, (24)-(25) indicate that direct object is not overtly marked with accusative/dative case 

even though verb is transitive and representing past perfect aspect. This peculiarity of the 

language allows object-verb agreement while ignoring the animacy factor of DO.   

 

4. Syntactic Doubling  

The possibility of double occurrence of certain arguments is allowed in various languages. Such 

doubling is not freely available but limited to certain syntactic positions such as oblique 

constituents, indirect objects, direct objects etc. Comrie (1976) discusses the case of some Indo-

Aryan languages like Punjabi and Sanskrit to present the fact that doubling on indirect object 

position in former and on direct object position in later respectively is feasible.   

 

28. Bǝnde   ne masṭǝr nuṁ kàṇi mwṇḍyaṁ nuṁ swṇ-vā -i . 

 man  Subj teacher  IO story boys DO tell  Caus  Past 

 ‘The man made the teacher read the story to the boys.’  

 

29. Bǝnde   ne masṭǝr naḷ kàṇi mwṇḍyaṁ nuṁ swṇ-vā -i . 

(p. 277) 

He claims that above two structures of Punjabi are grammatical as they were unhesitatingly 

accepted by his informant. On the other hand, Bāngarū does not allow such utterances. That is 

why intermediary agent (i.e., ) cannot be marked with accusative/dative case in (30).   

30. - -/ ( )*  - () 

 Rohit.3SG.M  teacher.3SG.M-INST story children.ACC/DAT tell.Caus.PST 

 ‘The man made the teacher read the story to the boys.’ 

And, the syntactic doubling on direct object is again just not possible. Consider the example 

(31) in Sanskrit cited by Comrie (1976), in which two direct objects are allowed by verbal root 

 ‘do’ containing causative affix.  

31. Bhūpyaṁ kāṭaṁ kārayati . 

 servant (DO) mat (DO) prepare-Caus 

 ‘He makes the servant prepare the mat.’ 

(p. 285) 

When similar sentence is translated into Bāngarū (shown in 32), the intermediary agent 

() denies the possibility of being marked with dative/accusative case by any means.  

32.  - *3 /     

 he.3SG.M servant (DO) mat (DO) prepare-Caus be.3SG.PRS 

                                                           
3 Despite being instrumental case marker,  postposition also functions as accusative and dative case 

markers; just like , in some instances. Hence, their functionality should be judged from the context in 

which they have been used.  
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 ‘He makes the servant prepare the mat.’ 

 

Therefore, it is now evident that language shares some crucial syntactic properties with Hindi as 

none of them permit duplication of arguments on abovementioned two positions.   

 

5. Conclusion  

This paper delivers analysis primarily by providing classification of causative verbs of Bāngarū. 

Although many contemporary issues related with process of causativization have not been 

investigated, here are some critical observations that would prove handy for future works:  

1.) The categorization based on form and function of the verb makes classification much easier 

and the tables below can accommodate almost every causative verb in the language (excluding 

one exception).  
Type-A Base Form: Transitive / Di-transitive,  

 

 Intransitive Transitive Di-transitive Causative Valency 

Set:1 —    2 34 

Set:2 —   —  2  — 3 

Set:3 — —   34 

Table-15 
Type-B Base Form: Transitive and have agentless intransitive verbs. 

 

 Intransitive Transitive Di-transitive Causative Valency 

Set:1   —  2  — 3 

Set:2   —  2  — 3 

Table-16 

2.) Two fold functions of morphemes -- and -- have been noticed. Thus, each morpheme 

functions as transitivizer as well as causativizer shown in table-17.  
Hindi Function 

Form Transitivizer Causativizer 

-- ✓ ✓ 

--  ✓ 

 

Bāngarū  Function 

Form Transitivizer Causativizer 

 -- ✓ ✓ 

-- ✓ ✓ 

Table-17 

This finding seems rare in many ways as, in Hindi, when -- affix represents causativizer it is 

often taken as a false form owing two reasons. First, it is not used in written script and only 

restricted to spoken usages. Second, whenever it is used during spoken discourse the speaker 

prefers to correct him/herself whenever the opportunity arrives. Plus, -- marker never 

functions as transitivizer.  On the other hand, in Bāngarū, both the markers are used to sever 

twin functions in some cases. And, such utterances are approved in the speech community so 

assertively that there is no scope of calling them unreal, false or fake. The speakers are hardly 

seen rectifying the forms once uttered.  

3.) In Hindi, object-verb agreement in past perfect tense is only restricted to inanimate DO with 

transitive verb (as in 33 & 34).  
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33. - -    

 Ravi-ERG Cow- ACC bread.3SG.F feed.Tran.3SG.F.PST 

 ‘Ravi had cow eat the bread.’ 

34. - -   -   

 Ravi-ERG Cow- ACC bread.3SG.F Sita-INST feed.Caus.3SG.F.PST 

 ‘Ravi made Sita to have cow eat the bread.’ 

 

But Bāngarū allows this agreement with animate DO’s as well (demonstrated in 24 & 25). 

4.) Syntactic doubling on indirect and direct object position is not allowed.  

5.) Causee has two choices for instrumental case markings, i.e.,  and . But, they are 

not the same because, in some utterance, they are not interchangeable, for e.g, (11) will become 

ungrammatical if causee is marked with . 

11. - - - / 

* 

 -- 

 Neetu.3SG-

ERG 

Ajay-

DAT 

Arshu-INS water drink- Caus -

PFV.3SG.M 

 ‘Neetu had Ajay drink the water from Arshu.’ 

 

Further analysis is needed to assert anything more about the distinction between two 

instrumental case markers. I leave this discussion for future research works to decide how close 

 and  are to that of  and  of Hindi respectively.  

 

Appendix 

Bāngarū Causative Verbs Table 

 

Type-A, Set-1 
Transitive Di-transitive Causative 

 ‘drink’   

 ‘taste’   

 ‘chew’   

 ‘read’   

 ‘write’    

 ‘eat’   

 ‘listen’   

 ‘meet’   

 ‘rote’   

 

Type-A, Set-2 
Transitive Di-transitive Causative 

 ‘sow’ —  

 ‘pierce’  —  

 ‘roast’ —   
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 ‘cover’ —  

 /  ‘find’ —  /  

 ‘weigh’ —  

 ‘count’ —  

 ‘crush’ —  

 ‘write’ —  

 ‘cover’ —  

 ‘pounce’ —  

 ‘massage’ —  

 ‘do’ —   

 ‘say’ —  

 ‘pull’ —  

 ‘smell’ —  

 ‘ask’ —  /   

 ‘throw’ —   

 ‘enquire’ —  

 ‘pick (the head of a crop)’ —  

 —  

 ‘stop’ —  

 ‘make’ —  

 ‘grind’ —  

 ‘snatch’ —  

 ‘do embroidery’ —  

 ‘intimidate’ —  

 ‘bring’ —   

 ‘settle (quarrel)’ —  

 ‘deny’ —  

 ‘pour’   —  

 ‘bear’ —  

 ‘manufacture’ —  

 ‘sweep’ —  

 ‘pull down’ —  

 ‘erect’ —  

 ‘heat’ —  

 ‘collect (money)’ —   

 ‘lift’ —   

 

Type-A, Set-3 
Transitive Di-transitive Causative 

—  ‘put’  

—  ‘send’  

—  ‘send’  

—  ‘give’  
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Type-B, Set-1 
Intransitive Transitive Causative 

 ‘sound’    

 ‘shine’   

 ‘tremble’               

 ‘shrink’   

 ‘spill’   

 ‘turn’   

 ‘join’    

 ‘burn’   

 ‘press/squeeze’  /    

 ‘decrease’   

 ‘move’   

 ‘increase’   

 ‘inflate’   

 ‘dissolve’   

 ‘expand’   

 ‘melt’   

 ‘freeze’   

 ‘resolve’   

 ‘entangle’   

 ‘put off’   

 ‘overturn’   

 ‘dry’   

 ‘lose’   

 ‘win’   

 ‘sleep’   

 ‘laugh’    

 ‘cry’   

 ‘speak’   

 ‘wash’   

 ‘break’   

 ‘explode’   

 ‘twist’   

 ‘stop’   

 ‘tear’   

 ‘boil’    

 ‘uncover’   

 ‘bind’   

 ‘die’   

 ‘cut’   

‘hang’   

 ‘deep-fry’    
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 ‘beat’   

 ‘grind’   

 ‘sell’   

 ‘hit’    

 ‘open’   

 ‘dig’   

 ‘bake’   

 ‘wake up’   

 ‘save’    

 ‘fly’   

 ‘jump’   

 ‘play’   

 ‘walk’   

 ‘dance’   

 ‘go around’   

 ‘swing’    

 ‘roll’   

 ‘displace’   

 ‘slide’   

 ‘hide’   

 ‘slide’   

 ‘bounce’   

 ‘ascend’   

 ‘descend’   

 ‘enter’   

 ‘fall’  /  

 ‘balance’   

 ‘hang’   

 ‘sit’   

 ‘swing’   

 ‘stick’   

 ‘go away’   

 ‘spit’   

 ‘load’    

 ‘fill up’   

 ‘stick’    

 ‘obstruct’    

 ‘scatter’   

 ‘ignite’   

 ‘scribble’   

 ‘press’   

 ‘confuse’   

 ‘fear (an animal)’   
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 ‘churn’    

 ‘wet’    

 ‘glow up’   

 ‘crush’   

 ‘crush’   

 ‘fry’   

 ‘peel off’   

 ‘pour’    

 ‘cobble’    

 ‘splash’   

 ‘shut’   

 ‘feast’   

 ‘winnow’    

 ‘spin’   

 ‘hinder’   

 ‘be annoyed’   

 ‘smear’   

 ‘come out’   

 ‘measure’   

 ‘crack (knuckles)’   

 ‘fill up’   

 ‘weed’   

 ‘finish or settle’   

 ‘knead (dung-cake)’    

 ‘spread out’   

 ‘sharpen’    

 ‘cook’   

 ‘cook (in pot)’   

 ‘mix up’   

 ‘displease’   

 ‘slip’   

 ‘mend’   

 ‘finish’   

 ‘burn’   

 ‘heat’   

 ‘tantalize’   

 ‘stop’   

 ‘raise ( the position of 

something)’ 

  

 ‘elope’ ?   

 ‘fail’   

 ‘turnabout’   

 ‘get up’   
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Type-B, Set-2 
Intransitive Transitive Causative 

 ‘fill’   

 ‘change’   

 ‘sew’   

 ‘rub’   

 ‘knead’     
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